HFM ASSET MANAGEMENT
HFM LEADS BY EXAMPLE

HFM Asset Management is a
building efficiency company.
Established in 2004, HFM has
provided building performance
services, sustainability and
utility consulting, and traditional
facility management to improve
the performance, lifecycle and
economy of its assets in Australia
and overseas. It has developed a
unique combination of consulting,
engineering and online tools so

owners, managers and tenants can
maximise the return on investment
for any built environment asset.
Leading by example, HFM moved
its offices from the northern suburb
of Osborne Park into the Perth city
centre and implemented initiatives
to reduce energy use. These efforts
mean the company is set to move
from a four star NABERS rating to
a five star rating in 2016.
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Date joined CitySwitch

17 June 2014

Tenancy size

237 square metres

NABERS commitment rating
Website

hfmassets.com.au
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Financial saving

$2,500 annually

Annual energy & CO2 saving

The new HFM tenancy uses 39 kWh per day
– 45% less energy than its previous tenancy usage

Technology

• Highly efficient T5 ﬁxtures and automated
motion sensor
• Online energy tracking software
• Holden Vault electric car

Awards

CitySwitch 2014 WA Partnership of the Year Award
Winner – HFM along with RAC demonstrated
industry leadership by training Curtin University
students in creating a sustainability action plan for
commercial tenancies

GOALS
• Lead by example with efficient
lighting, electric vehicles and
energy monitoring
• Improve NABERS rating from
4.0 to 5.0 stars
• Significantly reduce travel
emissions

“

It’s great to be able to ‘talk the talk’ but we now
‘walk the walk’ demonstrating energy efficiency
in action at our new office.

Alex Sejournee
UPM Manager

”

Lighting

Electric vehicles

Performance measures

HFM’s new office incorporates a
modern, highly-efficient lighting
system. Lighting switches on using
an automated motion sensor and off
using a timer. The nominal lighting
power density (NLPD) has reduced
from around 19kWh per square
metre in the office (where manual
controls were used) to 7.2kWh per
square metre in this new tenancy.

HFM purchased a Holden Vault
electric car as one of two work
vehicles. Charged in the office car
park, the car has a smart meter
collecting data on its usage. Since
moving to the new office, the Holden
Vault has travelled 8,150 km, used
768 kWh of electricity to charge its
battery and an estimated 120 litres
of fuel for the supplementary petrol
engine. The running costs have
reduced from around $0.10/km for a
normal petrol engine car to $0.037/
km using the Vault electric vehicle.

HFM measures, analyses and
improves its tenancy energy
performance through a proprietary
software platform called Yardstick.
This measures energy, emissions,
water and key performance data,
as well as alerts building managers
when things are not working as
they should. Using Yardstick, HFM
has identified anomalies such as
computers being left on overnight.
This has saved up to $250 per
annum.

Travel emissions
Moving from a northern suburb into
Perth city centre saw HFM reduce
their estimated travel emissions by
more than 12.5 tonnes CO2-e per
annum. Most staff now use public
transport, cycle or jog to work instead
of driving. Previously, the estimated
travel to attend meetings in the city
was roughly 10,000 km per year, with
the majority of this eliminated.

CitySwitch Green Office is Australia’s flagship tenant energy efficiency program. Run in partnership between local and state governments,
CitySwitch is a growing network of business leaders committed to addressing their environmental impact. cityswitch.net.au

